
IMPORTANT! This file contains the assembly instructions for two different versions of this item. 
Please refer to the table below to determine which instructions match your item, and on which 
pages you can find them.

#792 Wooden Doll Crib
Assembly Instructions

Version A Version B
pages 2-6 pages 7-13

FEATURE A B
End pieces (2) integrate the crib ends with curved rockers
(versus separate S-shaped panels, rocker panels, end panels and large dowels)

X

24 screws of 3 different lengths and 20 cross-dowel nuts (versus 8 bolts in 1 length) X
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Crib assembly components

Hardware (not to scale)

Pink blanket
quantity = 1

Pink pillow
quantity = 1

Allen wrench
2.75” bolts

quantity = 8

Side pieces
quantity = 2

Purple mattress
quantity = 1

End pieces
quantity = 2
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Step 1:  Take the two side pieces and one of the end pieces.  Hold the end piece and take the side
pieces (one at a time) and push the dowels (located on the ends of the side pieces) into the one
hole at the top and the two holes at the bottom of the end piece (make sure the bars are facing
inward on the side pieces). 

Inside view of side
piece going into end piece.

Step 2:  Take four bolts (one at a time) and place them in the holes at the front end of the end
piece and screw them into the holes.   Do not screw the bolts in too tightly at this point.  Now
take the remaining end piece and repeat step one.  Then take the last four bolts and screw
the remaining end piece into the side pieces (remember to not tighten them too tight). 

dowels

dowel

bar

bar

end piece

side piece

holesholes

Straight-on view of end piece to 
show location of holes.



Note:  This is what the crib will look like after Steps 1 and 2 are complete.  If the crib looks like this after
Steps 1 and 2, you can securely tighten all the bolts before proceeding to the next step.

Step 3:  Now take the mattress piece and place it inside the crib.  The mattress will go in the center of the
frame and will rest on the bars that line the inside of the end pieces and the side pieces.  Make sure the 
harder side of the mattress is facing downward and the softer side is facing upward.
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mattress



Step 4:  Complete the crib assembly by adding the blanket and the pillow.
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rocker panel
quantity = 2

side panel
quantity = 2

Doll Crib components

large dowel
quantity = 2 mattress

quantity = 1

S-shaped panel
left hand
quantity = 2

S-shaped panel
right hand
quantity = 2

end panel
quantity = 2
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medium screw
1.5" long

quantity = 12

Allen wrench

long screw
2.75" long
quantity = 8

short screw
1.25" long
quantity = 4

small wooden dowel
quantity = 4

Assembly hardware (shown at approximate size)

Doll Crib components (continued)

cross-dowel nut
quantity = 20

blanket
quantity = 1

pillow
quantity = 1
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cross-dowel nut holes must be 
on same side of these panels

Step 1:  Attach two S-shaped panels, a left hand and right hand, to a side panel by 
matching the dowels in the side panel with the holes in the S-shaped panels.  Insert two  
cross-dowel nuts in the side panel holes.  Be sure to orient the S-shaped panels so that the 
holes for the cross-dowel nuts face the same direction, as illustrated below.  Secure each 
S-shaped panel with two long screws.  

Repeat with the remaining side and S-shaped panels.

cross-dowel nuts

S-shaped panel, 
right hand S-shaped panel,

left hand

inside view

S-shaped panel,
right hand

S-shaped panel,
left hand

side panel

outside view
long screw
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end panelmedium 
screws

cross-dowel nuts

inside of crib

Step 2:  Attach an end panel to one of the completed assemblies from step 1 with 
two medium screws through the outside of the S-shaped panel and two cross-dowel 
nuts on the inside of the end panel.  Make sure that the cross-dowel nuts on the end 
panel face the inside of the crib as illustrated.

medium 
screws

end panel

Step 3:  Attach the remaining end panel to the completed assembly from step 2.  
Secure with two medium screws into two cross-dowel nuts in the end panel.

cross-dowel nut
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large dowels

medium
screws

Step 4:  Attach a large dowel to each of the S-shaped panels with a medium screw.

Step 5:  Attach the remaining side panel assembly with six medium screws and four 
cross-dowel nuts, two in each of the end panels.  It may be easier to lay the crib 
assembly on its side as illustrated.

medium
screw

cross-dowel 
nuts
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rocker panels

Step 6:  Flip the crib assembly upside down.  Attach a rocker panel to the S-shaped 
panels by inserting a wood dowel into the blind holes on the rocker panel.  Insert a 
cross-dowel into the hole on the S-shaped panel.  Secure the rocker panel with a 
short screw into each S-shaped panel.  Repeat with the remaining rocker panel.

Step 7:  Place the mattress into the crib assembly with the soft cushion side up.  
Place pillow and blanket on top of mattress to complete the assembly.

cross-dowel nuts

short screws

wood dowel

blind hole

cross-dowel 
nut
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